
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL CONVENERS MEETING OF 28 March 2018 
 
 

Present: Auguste, Paul, Jean-Claude, Taikan, Matthew, Roman, Wataru, Karsten, Claude. 
 
NEWS FROM SUBDETECTORS: 
- TPC: an updated corrected draft of the interface document (ICD) has been provided. There is progress 

in the cabling/services description, to be documented in the next ICD version. Paul is also in contact 
with mechanical engineers to simulate the mechanical behavior of the TPC under earthquakes. 

- Si-ECAL: a 1m-long readout slab is under test and first results are encouraging. 
 
INTERFACE DOCUMENTS: 
- The priority is to update the subdetector information needed to progress in the internal ILD cabling 

and integration. Roman coordinates this effort and has already contacted some relevant persons. The 
CAD models are also being updated. 

- It is also reminded that the excel file distributed by Yasuhiro Sugimoto for the cavern utilities has to 
be filled before the Kyushu meeting end of May. The corresponding information has also to be 
documented in the ICDs.  

- Discussions have started about the subdetector DAQ information needed to design and dimension 
the ILD DAQ components at the Interaction Point. A list of questions on their data sizes and local 
processing will be sent to the subdetectors by Claude in relation with the DAQ conveners. 

 
COSTING GROUP: 
- Following Ichinoseki a costing group has been setup. It will be coordinated by Henri Videau and 

Karsten Buesser with the help of Sandrine Pavy, quality engineer at LLR. The subdetector contacts for 
costing are Auguste (CMOS for VTX and SiT), Marcel (DEPFET for VTX and FTD), Paul (TPC), Henri (Si-
ECAL), Tohru (Sc-ECAL), Felix (AHCAL), Imad (SDHCAL), Yan (VFS), Valeri (Iron instrumentation) and 
Uwe Schneekloth (coil and yoke). 

- The subdetector costing contacts will work in close relation with the subdetector teams but the 
resulting cost detailed tables will have to be handled with confidentiality within the costing group. 

 
ILD DELIVERABLE: 
- A general sketch of the ILD deliverable to be provided end 2018/beg 2019 to update our LoI/DBD has 

been presented by Ties in Ichinoseki.  
- The technical chapters follow the sketch discussed within the technical team last Autumn. Part of their 

content is already available and many details were presented in the technical talks in Ichinoseki. In 
the coming weeks Claude will gather the relevant plots and pictures and provide a more detailed draft 
content of these chapters. This will serve as input to further discussions at our next meeting and in 
Kyushu. 

 
ALCW MEETING IN KYUSHU (https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7826/) 
- An ILD meeting is scheduled at the end of the week, including a plenary session on Friday afternoon, 

an ILD dinner in the evening and parallel meetings on Saturday morning. ILD members should register 

https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7826/


separately to this ILD part (https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7901/) in order to allow adequate 
organization. 

- The ILD plenary session will not include detailed subdetector presentations on technical progress, for 
which information is expected in the earlier ALCW parallel sessions. 

- Suggestions for technical topics in the Saturday morning parallel session are welcome and will be 
discussed in our next technical conveners meeting. 

 
NEXT VIDYO MEETING: between 14th and 18th May, 10:00 Paris time, doodle to be distributed. 
 
SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM ACTIONS (until next meeting) : 
- Update ICDs with subdetector cabling&service information for ILD internal integration (subdetectors). 
- Fill Yasuhiro’s excel file for cavern utilities (subdetectors)  
- Send questions on subdetectors DAQ (Claude with DAQ conveners) 
- Gather information for ILD deliverable technical chapters (Claude) 

 
 
 

https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7901/

